
Campbell, Michael 
3/4/2014 4:15:35 PM
Dietz, Sidney (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=SBD4)

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Bee:
Subject: RE: I did a dress rehearsal

You could sell for $800K (probably more!) and buy yourself a palace down in Salinas or 
someplace nice. Good riding there. Art house movie theaters suck, though. On balance, 
could you survive outside Berkeley? You need that constant wash of fog,., and artistic freak- 
show aesthetic.

MC

From: Dietz, Sidney [mailto:SBD4@pge.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 4:10 PM 
To: Campbell, Michael 
Subject: RE: I did a dress rehearsal

Tried you again, omg, I think we need to move. Actually, the good news is that we have a strong bus 
line, which will work when I’m 80, and most of the riding I want to do is up the hill rather than across the 
town. But it would be nicer if l were on Spruce than Euclid. Sigh, Okay, I won’t sell the house.

From: Campbell, Michael fmailto:Michael.Campbell@cpuc.ca.qov1
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 3:14 PM 
To: Dietz, Sidney
Subject: RE: I did a dress rehearsal

Hmmm, Not so good. That was a big reason I nixed living up a hill. There were a few 
amazing places we saw, and before we’d put in an offer I’d ride up there from nearest BART in 
street clothes. It does suck, I just thought I wouldn’t wanna do it when I was 60 and it was 
raining. And I just can’t go back to driving to work.

From: Dietz, Sidney fmailto:SBD4@poe.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 2:38 PM 
To: Campbell, Michael 
Subject: I did a dress rehearsal
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of my bicycle commute using the downtown Berkeley parking, and it was not so great. Using 
the group parking really requires a lock, so I’d have to carry a lock on the ride. I could avoid 
this by using the valet parking, but I wouldn’t be able to get onto BART until after 700a. Then, 
the ride up was nasty, and I got pretty hot, even though it was cool and cloudy. I am going to 
try it a few times, but I am less optimistic than I was.
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